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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Just over ten years ago, Denver voters approved a $25 million annual property tax increase to fund a system that promised major changes to how Denver Public School teachers are paid. Under the new Professional Compensation System for Teachers, or ProComp, teachers would be paid, in part, “for getting results with their kids,” as a leading proponent at the time said.

Now is an opportune time to examine the program's success, and to offer recommendations for improving it. Today, the structure of ProComp—and Denver’s teacher pay system more broadly—are back on the table as part of negotiations between DPS and the Denver Classroom Teachers Association.

ProComp is one part of a strategy to make DPS an attractive place to teach. Denver’s teachers deserve pay that is more commensurate with their impact on the lives of our kids and the future of our state. Our full report dives into evaluations of ProComp and examines opportunities that a restructuring of teacher pay could create to attract and retain excellent teachers for Denver’s kids. We offer this report to teachers and district leaders alike to use as they negotiate changes to ProComp.

Designed collaboratively by DPS and the Denver Classroom Teachers Association (DCTA), the goal of ProComp was to improve upon the traditional salary schedule and drive student achievement by incentivizing and rewarding teachers who:

• worked in positions and schools that were hard to fill,
• set and reached high learning expectations for students,
• received positive professional evaluations,
• increased their skills or education level, and
• taught in high-performing schools (see initial ProComp Ballot Language in Appendix A)

In 2008 ProComp underwent major changes, offering additional incentives to teachers to work in the most challenging schools. With the rollout of ProComp 2.0, the amount teachers received for working in high-needs schools and hard-to-staff assignments increased. Meanwhile, base pay increases capped out after 14 years teaching in the district, which was aligned to where teachers would also cap out on a traditional salary schedule.

Under the ProComp system today, initial base salaries are set according to a salary schedule, based on years of relevant experience and education levels. Subsequent increases in base pay are determined by cost of living increases as negotiated between DPS and DCTA, and by increases earned by meeting prescribed ProComp objectives (also known as base building incentive increases).
Teachers can also receive non-base-building, year-to-year ProComp bonuses for working in hard-to-serve schools, high performing or high growth schools, and for boosting their students’ test scores beyond expectations.

A decade in, however, ProComp’s impacts on teachers and students have been mixed, several research studies show. It’s hard to prove any measurable student achievement gains attributable to ProComp, and teacher pay looks only modestly different than it would under a more traditional salary schedule.

In developing a new model for ProComp, we believe there are several principles that must be upheld:

1. **CLARITY.**
The current hodgepodge of incentives should be streamlined. Teachers and taxpayers alike should be able to easily grasp what behaviors or actions merit ProComp dollars.

2. **ALIGNMENT.**
The teacher pay system should support the goals the district outlines for itself.

3. **EARLY INVESTMENT.**
The teacher pay system should frontload the investment in teachers, increasing salary competitiveness, targeting retention, and setting teachers up for higher earnings earlier in their careers.

4. **ADEQUACY AND COMPETITIVENESS.**
Teaching salaries should be competitive with similar professional positions within the district.

5. **RESEARCH-BASED PRACTICES.**
Structures should be rooted in research and data.

Denver Public Schools spent about $330 million on teacher pay in FY2015-16. We offer a new model of teacher pay to raise a series of questions about how a fundamental restructuring of the teacher pay system could impact teachers. How can the ProComp system be simplified? What is the impact desired from ProComp? Is the compensation system broadly aligned to district priorities? Can pay be a better tool for engaging teachers in the district and in the career of teaching, targeting both recruitment and retention?

We offer this model to provide a different way of thinking about how these dollars could be better allocated to align with district priorities and better impact teachers and students.

Here’s how a new teacher pay model could work:

- Prioritize retention through early salary increases
- Streamline experience-driven salary increases to focus on expertise
- Focus resources on the district’s highest priority schools
- Align teacher pay and career ladders
- Reward high performance

DPS SPENT ABOUT $330 MILLION ON TEACHER PAY IN 2015-16.
INTRODUCTION

Just over ten years ago, Denver voters approved a $25 million annual property tax increase to fund a system that promised major changes to how Denver Public School teachers are paid. Under the new Professional Compensation System for Teachers, or ProComp, teachers would be paid, in part, “for getting results with their kids,” as a leading proponent at the time said.

Now is an opportune time to examine how the program has worked, and to offer recommendations for improving it. Today, the structure of ProComp—and Denver’s teacher pay system more broadly—is back on the table as part of negotiations between DPS and the Denver Classroom Teachers Association.

Teacher compensation is a vital issue for Denver, an urban school district that has made significant strides but still leaves too many of its students with a substandard education.

Effective teachers are the most critical school-based component to student success. Recruiting and retaining great teachers should be the number one priority of any school or school system. Research shows teachers’ effectiveness greatly increases in their first few years on the job, and continues to improve well into their careers. Having a fifth-year teacher rather than a first-year teacher in a classroom matters, yet DPS loses about half of its teachers within their first three years. And while just under half of new hires in DPS have more than three years of experience, the high rate of turnover makes for less consistent schools and classrooms. In DPS, teachers who say they plan to leave the classroom in two years most often cite at the main reasons an unsustainable workload and low compensation.

It is not surprising that compensation ranks high on the list of reasons teachers do not stay in the classroom. Teachers looking to live and work in Denver often find it all but impossible to afford a home and support their families on a teacher’s salary. The cost of living in Denver has increased dramatically in recent years. In the metro area more than half of all renters face a serious cost burden, which is defined as paying over 30 percent of their income on housing. This hits teachers particularly hard. At an average monthly cost of $1,380 for a one-bedroom rental in Denver, teachers need to make nearly $50,000 to stay below that 30 percent threshold of income spent on housing. For those looking to buy a home, the financial requirements are steeper. Housing prices in the metro area are the highest ever, and the median price of a starter home, at $212,500, is up 78 percent since 2012.

ProComp is one piece of a strategy to make DPS an attractive place to teach. Other elements include strong coaching and meaningful teacher evaluation; licensure and teacher preparation; career pathways via Teacher Leadership and Collaboration; and retirement benefits. There’s also an upcoming ask to Denver voters for a new mill levy (or property tax increase in plainer language), a portion of which addresses teacher supports, professional development, and teacher career pathways.

Denver’s teachers deserve pay that is more commensurate with their impact on the lives of our kids and the future of our state. This report dives into evaluations of ProComp and examines opportunities that a restructuring of teacher pay could create to attract and retain excellent teachers for Denver’s kids. We offer this report to teachers and district leaders alike to use as they negotiate changes to ProComp.
A BRIEF HISTORY OF PROCOMP

Denver has been at the forefront of a national conversation about how to reimagine teacher compensation for more than a decade. In 2005 Denver Public Schools asked Denver voters to approve a property tax increase to fund ProComp. The proposal passed easily, contributing $25 million (adjusted annually for inflation) to the system.

Designed collaboratively by DPS and the Denver Classroom Teachers Association (DCTA), ProComp built upon a Pay for Performance Pilot program that began in 1999. The goal of ProComp was to improve upon the traditional salary schedule and drive student achievement by incentivizing and rewarding teachers who:

» worked in positions and schools that were hard to fill,

» set and reached high learning expectations for students,

» received positive professional evaluations,

» increased their skills or education level, and

» taught in high-performing schools (see initial ProComp Ballot Language in Appendix A).

In 2008 ProComp underwent major changes, offering additional incentives to teachers to work in the most challenging schools. With the rollout of ProComp 2.0, the amount teachers received for working in high-needs schools and hard-to-staff assignments increased. Meanwhile, base pay increases capped out after 14 years teaching in the district, which was aligned to where teachers would also cap out on a traditional salary schedule.

Now, another eight years later, ProComp is again on the table. Both DPS and DCTA will have to develop and sign on to a new agreement. The current agreement has been extended repeatedly since 2013, because changes to the assessment and school rating systems, the implementation of the teacher evaluation system (LEAP), and other factors have complicated matters.

The need to renegotiate ProComp enables all parties to dig into research and engage key stakeholders and communities in a redesign process. The hope is that in resuming negotiations, both bargaining teams can agree on a system that keeps good faith with the Denver taxpayers who voted to reward teachers for their work and success, especially in hard-to-serve classrooms.

FIGURE 1: ProComp Incentives and Bonuses (2015-2016 School Year)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge and Skills</th>
<th>Professional Evaluation</th>
<th>Student Growth*</th>
<th>Market Incentives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base salary increase* for completing professional development</td>
<td>Base salary increase based on satisfactory evaluation (for probationary and non-probationary teachers)</td>
<td>Base salary increase** for meeting student learning objectives</td>
<td>Incentive to work in hard to serve school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base salary increase for Advanced Degrees and/or Licenses</td>
<td>Incentive for teachers whose students’ test scores exceed district expectations</td>
<td></td>
<td>Incentive to work in roles with high vacancy and high turnover (i.e. math, English, Language Arts, Spanish, and special education)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reimbursement for tuition and student loans</td>
<td>Incentive for teachers in a top performing and high-growth school</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Base building 1-14 years of experience. 15+ years of experience is a bonus, and not base-building.

** During the transition from TCAP to PARCC, calculating top performing and high growth schools was not possible. As such, in 2014-2015 those funds were consolidated and distributed to eighty-three schools based on past SPF data and a similar schools analysis.** The Exceeds Expectations bonus, given the lack of student growth data, was provided to teachers working in hard-to-serve schools.

*** Base-building if teachers and SSPs successfully participate in the Student Learning Objective process.

Note: DPS and DCTA reached a new agreement for the 2016-17 school year which includes: a) discontinuation of the exceeds expectations incentives, b) incentives for positions with low application rates, and c) a combination of the student learning objectives and professional evaluations incentives.
What Does Teacher Pay Under ProComp Look Like?

Under the ProComp system today, initial base salaries are set according to a salary schedule, based on years of relevant experience and education levels. Subsequent increases in base pay are determined by cost of living increases as negotiated between DPS and DCTA, and by increases earned by meeting proscribed ProComp objectives (also known as base building incentive increases). Teachers can also receive non-base-building, year-to-year ProComp bonuses for working in hard-to-serve schools, high performing or high growth schools, and for boosting their students’ test scores beyond expectations (see Figure 1).

Under the current ProComp system, teachers generally see consistent raises. Figure 2, from the analysis by Harvard Strategic Data Project, is an example of the average teacher salaries by year of experience based on data from 2009-10 to 2011-12. More recently in 2015-16 classroom teachers saw, on average, a $1,444 base increase from cost of living adjustments (COLA), a $1,253 increase in base pay from ProComp, and $4,914 bonus through ProComp one-time incentives.

As Figure 2 shows, despite the attention focused on ProComp, and its stated purpose of identifying and compensating high-flyers, the lion’s share of Denver teacher pay still strongly tracks with experience, a hallmark of a traditional salary schedule.

Part of this can be explained by looking at the broader picture of teacher pay.

In FY 2015-2016, DPS spent just over $400 million on teacher compensation and benefits out of a nearly $1 billion operating budget for district-run schools. This included base salaries for teachers under the ProComp system, as well as the few hundred teachers not under ProComp. It also included ProComp incentives, and stipends based on teacher leadership roles. Figure 3 shows how teacher pay funds are allocated.

ProComp affects total teacher pay through increases in base salaries. The amount spent on one-time incentives (or bonuses) remains fairly stable at around $25 million. The amount the district spends on base salaries for teachers under ProComp increased by $14.3 million dollars between FY 2014-15 and FY 2015-16. About half of that increase was driven by earned base salary increases through the ProComp structure. The other half is driven by cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs), and new hires.

FIGURE 2:
Average Total Salary of Classroom Teachers by Total Years of Experience

The $25 million spent on one-time ProComp incentives represents 8 percent of the total dollars spent on teacher pay. The allocation of ProComp one-time incentives is shown in Figure 3.

Of the one-time, non-base-building ProComp bonuses, 52 percent are aligned to student outcome measures. In 2014-15, without growth data, the district could not appropriately assign "exceed expectations" dollars to teachers (which would have been paid in FY 2015-16). For that year, 6 percent of the one-time ProComp bonus funds aligned to student outcome measures were based on teacher-specific performance, and 94 percent were based on school-level performance. In 2013-14 (to be paid in FY 2014-15), when growth data was available, dollars allocated to student outcomes were split 13 percent to teacher-specific performance and 87 percent to school level performance. The current agreement discontinues the use of the exceeds expectations incentive, and combines the top performing and high growth incentive into one incentive.

In 2015-2016, 37 percent of one-time ProComp bonus dollars were allocated to market incentives. And 10 percent of one-time ProComp bonus dollars went to teachers who gained additional education (PDUs and tuition/student loan incentives).

The upshot of this is that of total dollars spent on teacher pay (over $330 million), the ProComp incentives benefit the vast majority of teachers and are spread thinly across district priorities.
The structure of teacher pay under ProComp differs from a traditional salary schedule. Under a traditional schedule, salary increases are guaranteed as teachers move up “steps” with each additional year of experience, and along “lanes” -- bigger boosts to earnings -- as they attain additional credits and degrees. Under ProComp, there are significantly more moving pieces, making it harder to understand and evaluate.

**ProComp and Student Achievement**

What has been the impact of ProComp on teachers and on students? Studies on ProComp abound, and their findings have been mixed.

According to the Center for Education Data and Research, there are small positive effects on student achievement when comparing achievement levels pre-ProComp and during ProComp implementation. At a systems level, however, it is difficult to know what, if any, portion of those gains are directly caused by ProComp. It’s hard to determine causality because ProComp implementation coincides with so many other changes in DPS, including the expansion of new school governance models (most notably innovation and charter schools), and the rollout of a unified enrollment system to facilitate school choice.

Research from the University of Colorado Boulder shows that a high proportion of teachers meet student growth objectives (SGOs)—teacher- and principal-defined outcomes of classroom-level student learning, and the predecessor to today’s Student Learning Objectives. Yet that same CU study finds little correlation between meeting SGOs and increased student scores on state tests.

This study underscores the weak evidence of either a positive or negative causal effect of ProComp on student achievement by comparing experienced teachers who participate in ProComp to those who do not. Among the students of experienced ProComp teachers, the CU study found small positive effects in math and small negative impacts in reading and writing.

**ProComp and Teacher Salaries**

If ProComp’s impacts on student achievement are unclear, what about its effect on teacher pay? Since pay under ProComp is

---

**FIGURE 4: Average Classroom Teacher Salary, by Teacher Median Growth Percentile in Mathematics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher MGP Quartile</th>
<th>Average Salary</th>
<th>Average Position-Based Bonus</th>
<th>Average Performance-Based Bonus</th>
<th>Average Other Bonus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bottom Quartile</td>
<td>$53,124</td>
<td>$2,069</td>
<td>$2.640</td>
<td>$46,638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Quartile</td>
<td>$54,290</td>
<td>$3,048</td>
<td>$2.330</td>
<td>$48,902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Quartile</td>
<td>$54,398</td>
<td>$4,755</td>
<td>$1.985</td>
<td>$47,658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top Quartile</td>
<td>$53,983</td>
<td>$5,163</td>
<td>$2.182</td>
<td>$46,638</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

determined both by a base salary and one-time bonuses earned under the system, it is more difficult to predict earnings year to year than under a traditional salary schedule. On average, teachers earn more under ProComp than they would under a traditional salary schedule, but researchers don’t agree about the size of ProComp’s impact on teacher salaries.

According to one study, teachers in 2006 earned an average of $1,000 more per year, and by 2010 teachers earned over $4,000 more annually under ProComp. Other research uncovered a less dramatic impact on teacher earnings, finding teachers earned an average of $456 more, with a minimum of -$6,063 and a maximum of $6,785.

Contrary to how the tax increase was marketed to voters a decade ago, salaries under ProComp have not been tightly aligned to results teachers produce in the classroom. In fact, in a study that looked at data from school years 2010-11 and 2011-12, the Strategic Data Project at Harvard University found that teachers whose students demonstrated the highest growth in math earned similar amounts to teachers whose students demonstrated the lowest growth in math, as shown in Figure 4.

Performance-based ProComp bonuses are higher for top-scoring teachers (as we would expect), but this upward bump is offset by the fact that the average base salary actually decreases slightly in the third and top quartiles. The takeaway is that the overall average salary remains relatively flat across quartiles and actually falls slightly from the third quartile to the top quartile. This is evidence that ProComp does what it is supposed to do in terms of rewarding the district’s most effective teachers. Under the current system, however, this ends up equalizing take home pay, rather than differentiating it for the top performers.

Taken together, these findings show there is little clarity or consensus on the impact of ProComp on teachers and their earnings. Nor is it clear the extent to which the system directs more money to top performers, or encourages retention in the hardest-to-staff classrooms. What these analyses leave is a blurry picture, so it is unsurprising that lived experience of teachers under ProComp is equally mixed.

Teacher Perceptions of ProComp
DPS and DCTA have undertaken investigations of teacher perceptions of ProComp, finding that the lack of clarity surrounding the compensation system was expressed by members of a Design Team in 2014, and participants in a series of focus groups in 2015.

For individual teachers on the receiving end of ProComp, the impact of the incentive system is equally unclear. Commonly repeated themes from the Design Team and teacher focus groups include:

» **Complexity and predictability.** Teachers surveyed reported that they had a limited understanding of their ProComp incentives. Examining a paycheck, the ProComp incentives get lost in line items, making it unclear what portion of the check is base salary and what portion is incentive pay. Teachers also reported confusion over whether and when they receive ProComp pay.

» **Repackaging of salary.** Teachers did not perceive ProComp as a bonus or incentive. Instead, they said ProComp asks them to do more work, and then repackages the same salary as a salary plus bonuses.

» **Base-building opportunities.** Teachers were not satisfied with the limited opportunities to build their base salaries and expressed concerns over the 14-year cap on building base salary.

» **Equality of access.** Teachers want equal access to ProComp bonuses so that they can choose which incentives to work for and which ones they do not want to pursue. This equality of access would also entail increased understanding of how teachers can earn ProComp bonuses/incentives.

» **Transparency.** Teachers expressed a desire for greater transparency in the updated ProComp system. ProComp risks being perceived as an arbitrary system if teachers do not have a strong understanding of how the district makes decisions about the allocation ProComp incentives.

» **Hard to serve incentives.** Teachers supported the hard-to-serve incentives and believed more resources should be dedicated to incentivizing teachers working in hard-to-serve schools.
Impact of Other District Intiatives

In its quest to provide support systems that improve the development and retention of effective teachers, the district is creating structures like defined career pathways, and feedback and evaluation systems, both of which interact with the compensation structure.

Teacher Leadership Pathways

Hoping to attract, develop, and retain strong leaders across DPS, the district has committed $4.5 million to expanding its leadership program. One aspect of this program is additional pay for teachers undertaking leadership roles, or, what the district calls, Teacher Leadership and Collaboration, where teachers are organized into teams led by a Teacher Leader who provides daily coaching and feedback. Specifically, in 2016-2017 teachers receive stipends when serving in leadership positions in schools including: Senior Team Lead ($5,000), Team Lead ($3,000), Team Specialist ($1,500), Regional Team Specialist ($1,500), and New Teacher Ambassador ($800).

The district has significantly expanded these positions, with nearly 600 teachers taking on one of these roles (of which 363 are formal team leads or senior team leads).

In initial analyses, it appears that the Teacher Leadership and Collaboration roles structure is having a positive impact on teachers’ work. As evidence, see responses by teachers to the district’s survey CollaboRATE below. If this continues to be the case, the district and the union should ensure that:

a) team leads have the time and resources to carry out their responsibilities, and

b) are fairly compensated for their time. If this is truly to be a building block of a career trajectory, teachers in these roles could receive base-building bonuses in lieu of stipends, as long as teachers continue to fulfill the responsibilities associated with the roles.

Of the teachers who responded to CollaboRATE in December 2015 and have been supported by Team Leads:

- 92 percent report that their Team Lead ensures they receive feedback and coaching to improve job performance
- 91 percent report that their Team Lead spearheads efforts to support the use of academic standards
- 88 percent report that their Team Lead ensures that teachers understand and consistently use student data to drive effective instruction
- 89 percent report that their Team Lead empowers teachers to do their jobs

FIGURE 5: Expansion of Teacher Leadership

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of DPS Schools with Senior/Team Leads</th>
<th>Number of Senior/Team Leads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>363</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Teacher Evaluations

The biggest challenge in any pay-for-performance system is designing a meaningful method for measuring performance. In the current ProComp system, teachers receive incentives based on both individual and school performance.23

State law requires all Colorado districts to implement a professional evaluation system. DPS has been in the forefront of this effort with the creation of the Leading Effective Academic Practice (LEAP) system. Developed collaboratively by DPS leaders, DCTA leaders, teachers, and other stakeholders, and first implemented in the 2013-2014 school year, LEAP is the process by which teachers are observed, evaluated, and receive feedback on their instructional practices.

LEAP uses multiple measures to evaluate teaching practice. Half of an individual teacher’s LEAP score consists of student growth measures (including state standardized assessments, if teachers are in a tested subject). The other half is professional practice, determined by observations, including of professionalism, and student perceptions surveys. Though all teachers participate in the Student Learning Objectives process, and for teachers in untested subjects, the growth outcomes measured by LEAP rely on this process, on classroom-level assessments, and school-wide measures of achievement.24

ProComp ties a portion of compensation to LEAP results. Teachers receive a base-building increase in salary for satisfactory professional evaluations, defined as earning an approaching, effective, or distinguished rating on LEAP. Currently the size of this bonus is small—until recently it was just under $400 annually. In the most recent agreement the Student Learning Objective and Professional Evaluation incentives have been combined, and teachers with fewer than 15 years of experience are eligible for an $800 annual raise. Some discussions between DPS and DCTA have broached the possibility of tying additional compensation to LEAP. As it currently stands, there is some skepticism amongst teachers about LEAP, its ability to differentiate teachers’ performance and the appropriate consequences associated with LEAP performance ratings.

DPS conducts an annual survey of teachers on their satisfaction with the LEAP system.25 Key questions are summarized below.

To have compensation linked to teacher evaluations, it is critical that teachers and administrators believe that LEAP— or any other evaluation system— is a fair measure of teacher performance. Teachers are much more positive about their personal experience with LEAP.

FIGURE 6: Teacher Responses to DPS End of Year LEAP Survey (2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall, my experience with LEAP this year so far has been positive</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Somewhat Disagree</th>
<th>Somewhat Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Change in percent positive 2014-15 to 2015-16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>Stayed constant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The LEAP system does a good job of distinguishing effective from ineffective teachers</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Somewhat Disagree</th>
<th>Somewhat Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Change in percent positive 2014-15 to 2015-16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>Increased 5.5 percentage points</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The consequences tied to LEAP results are reasonable, fair, and appropriate</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Somewhat Disagree</th>
<th>Somewhat Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Change in percent positive 2014-15 to 2015-16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>Increased 8.6 percentage points</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I believe my final rating is an accurate reflection of my teaching practice.</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Somewhat Disagree</th>
<th>Somewhat Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Change in percent positive 2014-15 to 2015-16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>Increased 6.4 percentage points</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
than they are about the system more broadly. This could point to a need for greater transparency about how the system works for all teachers. For example, teachers should know that the rating of their schools does not singularly impact their LEAP performance rating. To that point, it is critical that the evaluation system differentiate effectiveness to ensure that compensation is appropriately targeted to the most effective teachers.

It is worth noting that, through the '15-'16 school year, less than 1 percent of the average teacher’s salary was determined by his or her evaluation (the annual base building payout for a satisfactory evaluation is just under $400). In 2016-17, with the combination of the Student Learning Objective incentive, the Professional Evaluation incentive, teachers with fewer than 15 years of service will receive just under $800 for an approaching or above rating on LEAP (the amount remains $400 for teachers with 15 or more years of services). Further investigation into whether teachers are willing to tie more of their compensation to LEAP is warranted as the district pursues tying compensation to teacher evaluations.

Both LEAP and the teacher leadership program could serve as promising components of a compensation structure. To have a truly strategic compensation system, the district will need to better clarify the impact it wants from LEAP and the Teacher Leadership & Collaboration structures, then monitor and track the extent to which that impact is borne out. Finally, DPS will have to align compensation to those structures to reinforce the impact.

**PERA and Other Benefits**

Total compensation encompasses more than what teachers pocket each month. The district provides benefits to teachers including health care, and a pension retirement system. The costs to the district and teachers of each existing benefit, and the possibility of additional benefits, is beyond the scope of this paper. That said, it is clear that there needs to be a conversation about how to restructure benefits, particularly pensions.

DPS joined the Public Employees Retirement Association (PERA) in 2010. Both employer and employee contribution rates are set in statute: employees contribute 8 percent of their salary annually to PERA. DPS, after legislation in 2015 that equalized the district’s contribution level with other organizations in PERA, now contributes 10.15 percent of each employee’s gross pay annually to PERA, a 4.5 percent Amortization Equalization Disbursement (AED), and a 4.5 percent supplemental Amortization Equalization Disbursement (SAED) for a total 19.15 percent employer contribution rate. In exchange, employees receive a defined benefit which begins after five years of service in district and gradually increases until the employee nears retirement, at which time the value of the benefit increases sharply.

PERA, like many state pension plans, faces structural challenges. There are questions about its solvency and sustainability. The fund isn’t portable across state lines. Teachers are not vested for five years, meaning they receive none of DPS’ investment unless they have served as a DPS teacher for five years. The system is back-loaded, meaning benefits are much richer for people who stay in the system for 20 or more years, compounding the overall problem of low wages for young teachers.

What this means is that the vast majority of teachers never receive the full value of their total compensation package, even though DPS is spending over $62 million annually on retirement benefits.

**Mill Levy Sharing with Charters**

DPS is a leader in providing equal funding to charters. Unlike many districts in Colorado and nationally, charters in DPS receive pro-rata shares of voter approved mill levies. There is one exception: the 2005 ProComp mill levy. Legislation introduced in the Colorado General Assembly in 2016 failed, but would have required all districts to share all mill levy funding with charters. Charter school students make up about 20 percent of all DPS students and that percentage continues to grow. As with all other DPS mill levy funding, ProComp funds should be shared equally with charter schools. Not only should these funds be shared because charter families contribute equally to the ProComp mill levy as taxpayers, but also because there is much to be learned from the variety of ways that charter schools structure teacher compensation.

But this may be difficult to achieve with ProComp funds, because taxpayers would have to reapprove the 2005 mill levy to explicitly include charter schools, and, in the mill levy’s current form, charters would have to implement LEAP in their schools.
WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

Clearly, teachers are one of the district’s biggest investments—if not the biggest investment—well beyond the annual $25 million from the 2005 ProComp tax increase. ProComp dollars were meant to be part of a rethinking of teacher pay, and there is an opportunity now to return to that original intent and ask the bigger question of how can dollars be reallocated to have a more significant impact on student learning and effective teaching.

A+ Recommendation: Our teacher pay proposal is intended to provide a conversation starter as DPS and DCTA negotiate the future of ProComp. It seeks to raise a (non-exhaustive) series of questions. How can the ProComp system be simplified? What is the impact desired from ProComp?

Is the compensation system broadly aligned to district priorities? Can pay be a better tool for engaging teachers in the district and in the career of teaching, targeting both recruitment and retention? Below is an example of a teacher pay system that could work to better incentivize teachers to stay in Denver Public Schools, particularly in schools needing the most effective teachers, and to reward the district’s most effective teachers.

This model borrows and combines ideas from other teacher pay systems and proposals, including Baltimore City Public Schools, Washington D.C. Public Schools, Louisiana Department of Education, and Denver’s Design Team for Compensation and Career Pathways.

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

In developing a model that addresses these questions, there are some clear principles that we believe should be upheld.

CLARITY: The current allocation of ProComp dollars is a hodgepodge of incentives that should be streamlined. Teachers and taxpayers alike should be able to easily grasp what behaviors or actions merit ProComp dollars.

ALIGNMENT: The teacher pay system should support the goals the district outlines for itself.

EARLY INVESTMENT: Research shows there is a clear difference in efficacy between first year teachers and sixth-year teachers. But remember, half of new teachers in DPS leave within the first three years. Though 46 percent of new DPS hires have at least three years of experience, about a quarter of all DPS teachers have three or fewer years of experience. The teacher compensation system should frontload the investment in teachers, increasing salary competitiveness, targeting retention, and setting teachers up for higher earnings earlier in their careers.

ADEQUACY AND COMPETITIVENESS: A teaching salary should provide a living wage, particularly as housing prices and other costs of living increase in the metro area. Teaching salaries should be competitive with similar professional positions within the district.

RESEARCH-BASED PRACTICES: Structures should be rooted in research and data.
Here’s how a new teacher pay model could work:

» Prioritize retention through early salary increases
» Streamline experience-driven salary increases to focus on expertise
» Focus resources on the district’s highest priority schools
» Align teacher pay and career ladders
» Reward high performance

The following explores how each of these components of a teacher pay system could better impact teachers.

**Teacher Pay Component 1:**

**Prioritize retention through early salary increases**

DPS loses half of its teachers within their first three years in the district and a quarter of DPS teachers have fewer than three years of experience. There is ample research showing that, particularly in the wake of an economic recession, starting salaries and lack of early career growth dissuade top college graduates from considering teaching.28,29 Research also shows that teachers make significant gains in effectiveness in the first five years of their career.30 From a recruitment, effectiveness, and retention perspective, early pay matters. Increasing early pay can also boost later earnings.31

This scenario below shows a 10 percent increase in a teacher’s salary for their first five years of experience, and a 1 percent increase in current dollars every year thereafter up to year fifteen.

Early career salary increases ensures that teachers are rewarded for the learning that happens early in their career, and guarantees that teachers receive adequate salaries as they stay in the district over time. Although the rate of annual salary increase slows during the middle and later stages of a career, a teacher with a Bachelor’s degree would earn around $63,000 in her 15th year of teaching, compared to less than $60,000 under a traditional salary system.

**FIGURE 7: Early Salary Raises**

![Early Salary Raises Graph](chart.png)
Streamline experience-driven salary increases to focus on expertise

Research on the impact of higher education on teacher effectiveness is, at best, mixed. Yet a significant proportion of teacher pay is currently driven by credentials and advanced degrees. Rather than differentiating lanes based on credits earned toward advanced degrees, the district could reconfigure how it rewards advanced degrees. Teachers could either be paid according to a general salary schedule, or a subject matter expert salary schedule, reducing the number of lanes, or levels, in a salary schedule from the traditional, which is between six and eight lanes, to two.

Teachers could demonstrate their qualification for subject matter expertise by obtaining advanced degrees in content-specific areas where research shows that subject matter expertise has a significant impact on teacher effectiveness, including special education, English language arts-Spanish, or secondary math, or perhaps could include credentials like National Board Certification. The district and union would need to define the appropriate subject matter expertise credentials, and should take into account the value of the credentials as teachers transfer between grade levels or content areas. With fewer lanes, there is an opportunity to shift starting salaries up. It simplifies the compensation system. It creates a significant financial incentive for teachers to invest in the most relevant and impactful higher education, while not requiring this investment for more moderate salary growth.

Focus resources on the district's highest priority schools

Under the current ProComp system, teachers in “hard to serve” schools earn a bonus of just under $2,500 each year. Additionally, DPS has introduced a “highest priority incentive” which was paid in FY 2015-2016 to 30 schools, ranging from $1,500 to $4,000 per teacher, depending on their evaluation rating. Research has shown that the current hard to serve incentive is too small and has not had a significant impact on reducing teacher turnover in the schools serving the highest needs students.
The addition of the highest priority incentive underscores the importance of attracting and retaining teachers to schools with higher needs:

» where most students are eligible for free or reduced lunch

» where student populations are highly mobile

» where high proportions of students are English language learners or students with disabilities

With a reorganization of ProComp, there is an opportunity to make this incentive even larger, both in the number of teachers and schools eligible for tiered incentives (see chart below), and by size of payout, which could reasonably approach $10,000.

The benefits of this model are its clarity and its alignment to district priorities. But the district must exercise caution when using a market-driven incentive of this type. The method by which the district identifies high priority schools must be clear and transparent. The list of schools must be relatively stable. The payment should be structured so that teachers are incentivized to remain at the same school rather than switching between schools that are identified as highest priority.

In Washington D.C., eligibility for bonuses through the ImpactPlus performance pay system is determined by teachers’ evaluation rating as well as the demographics of their school.

Teachers who earn a highly effective rating receive $10,000 if they teach in a school where more than 60 percent of students qualify for free or reduced lunch, another $10,000 if they teach a tested subject, and an additional $5,000 if they teach a high-need subject. If teachers are in a school where fewer than 60 percent of students qualify for free or reduced lunch, they can still earn up to $2,000 for highly effective ratings.36

It is worth noting that Washington D.C., like many east coast districts, faces a very different funding landscape. While D.C. receives a per pupil revenue of nearly $30,000, DPS receives just under $12,000.37
Align teacher pay and career ladders

As DPS continues to implement its Teacher Leadership & Collaboration system across the district, it is worth considering a better alignment between compensation and roles and responsibilities. In other words, a compensation system should support a career ladder. This is particularly critical if DPS envisions the Teacher Leadership & Collaboration system becoming its primary leadership pipeline. Under this model, as teachers serve as teacher leaders, they would experience a base pay increase to align with their new responsibilities, but only as they continued to fulfill that leadership role.

This model would align to district priorities and other investments. It could also be a strong check on the adequacy and competitiveness of the teacher compensation system: do increases between role-driven lanes align with compensation levels of other professional district staff with parallel level and scope of responsibilities?

NOTEWORTHY

Baltimore City Public Schools implemented an aligned career ladder and salary structure in 2011. Teachers can move between a Standard Pathway, focusing on instruction within their own classroom, a Professional Pathway, with more school-based responsibilities, a Model Pathway, with a more formal leadership role amongst colleagues, and a Lead Pathway, serving as the academic leader of the school. Salary increases are aligned to the career trajectories.28
Arguably the most important aim of any compensation system is to reward and retain an effective and high quality workforce. Compensation should be aligned to results teachers are producing for their students in the classroom. This component of compensation could take a number of forms.

There could be individual bonuses for teachers, akin to the Exceeds Expectations bonus in past iterations of ProComp. Evaluation could determine promotion from one salary step or lane to another, as in Harrison School District in Colorado Springs. Strong evaluations in the classroom could accelerate movement up a salary schedule. Evaluation could be used as the basis for promotion to leadership roles. What is critical is that compensation meaningfully track with effectiveness in the classroom. Reasonable people can disagree about what constitutes an effective, high quality teacher. Both the district and teachers need to trust that the evaluation system will differentiate teachers’ performance, provide specific, constructive feedback for improvement, and empower teachers to act upon growth opportunities.

There are pockets of mistrust within DPS about the LEAP system, its ability to differentiate performance, and to drive growth. It is imperative that the district better understand the strengths and shortcomings of the current system, to integrate feedback into the system, and to continue refining the process. We believe DPS must strengthen and clarify LEAP, as a first step toward aligning compensation with performance.

For Harrison School District in Colorado Springs, salary increases are tied directly to compensation. Teachers are evaluated according to grade level and subject level criteria. Their evaluation score, determined by the criteria, places them at a compensation level.\textsuperscript{39,40}

In D.C.’s ImpactPlus model, evaluation results determine both bonuses and increases in base pay. With a “Highly Effective” rating, teachers are eligible for bonuses—up to $20,000 in high poverty schools and $2,000 in lower poverty schools. Evaluation results also determine teachers’ eligibility to advance up career stages and, when in high poverty schools, teachers can accelerate up the salary schedule after reaching the “advanced teacher” stage.\textsuperscript{41}

Keeping in mind these components of a teacher pay system, we reiterate our recommendations:

- A restructuring of teacher pay that accelerates earnings in the early years of a teacher’s career, affecting both short-term and long-term earnings;
- A meaningful focus on higher education credentials;
- Significant inducements to work in high priority schools;
- Alignment to career pathways;
- Rewarding the most effective teachers by accelerating their ascent up the salary schedule leadership pathways.
The A+ Teacher Pay Model demonstrates how these different components of pay systems could work together. Specifically, the model includes:

- **Salary increases as steps on a salary schedule**, with the largest annual raises awarded in the first five years. As with traditional salary schedules, this model would continue to reward years of service. Most research shows that the fastest gains in teacher effectiveness occur within the first five to six years. There is also evidence that teachers continue to improve well into their careers. A model with early increases gets teachers to a higher earning level sooner, ensuring that they can spend more of their careers at a higher salary level.

- **The traditional multiple lane system based on higher education level** is streamlined to two lanes: teachers with a subject matter expertise credential and those without the credential. The district and union could discuss what credentials would constitute subject matter expertise.

- **Teacher evaluation should be used as a primary way to accelerate earnings for teachers.** Similar to the model in DC, the model above shows that after achieving a distinguished LEAP rating, teachers could earn an additional step. Classroom performance should also be taken into account, and perhaps be the strongest factor in determining which teachers are eligible for leadership roles.

- **Compensation increases are aligned to roles.** Essentially this replaces a traditional lane system with a roles- and responsibilities-based system. Under such a system, to move up lanes teachers take on positions as grade or subject leaders, or other teacher leadership roles the district or school leaders define.

- **High Priority incentives enable the district to continue to promote staff retention in its hardest to serve schools.**

This model examines how current dollars spent on teacher pay could be reallocated, staying within the current resources allocated to teacher pay, and with the current teaching population. It assumes similar turnover and thus a similar distribution of teachers across experience levels and roles as we see today.
If a new teacher pay system succeeds in retaining more teachers—and specifically highly effective teachers, the cost of this model could grow. While we hope the model encourages dialogue, there are questions left unanswered. Understanding that DPS has been spending more from the ProComp trust than it earns, begs the question of whether even this level of investment in teacher pay is sustainable. There are other likely costs of switching to a new teacher pay system including the actual development of the system, and the cost of grandfathering current teachers into a new system. These are not conversations the district should shy away from, but they will require a more thoughtful discussion and understanding of how money is allocated in the district.

Perhaps, in fact, the time has come for a conversation at both the district and the state level about money spent on teacher pay. Starting salaries, annual raises, differentiation between levels, and maximum salaries could all be increased if more money were committed to teacher pay. Even a 5 to 10 percent increase could have a significant impact on teachers’ earnings. Top teachers could potentially earn more than $100,000. There are several approaches to increasing the amount spent on take home teacher pay; this could be tackled by reallocating resources, or raising new revenue either at the state level or through a local mill levy. Regardless of where the dollars come from, this model plainly shows that more money in the system could make a real impact for individual teachers.

NOTE WORTHY

RADICAL IDEA: SCHOOL-BASED COMPENSATION SYSTEM

A radically different way for the district to think about teacher pay is at the school level. As DPS pushes the idea of increased autonomy at the school level, perhaps it is time to align the compensation system with this particular theory of change. Specifically, a school-based strategy would allow schools to create their own compensation models. The district could provide alternative models, but ultimately, decisions about teacher salaries would be made by the school leader. She or he would be responsible for allocating budget, including in human capital categories. A school-based structure could enable innovative and community-specific practices aligned with school-specific needs.

Of course, there should be due process guarantees for teachers, given the likelihood of disputes between teachers and school leaders. This requires a different set of skills than some school leaders currently possess, and a place where collaboration with charter leaders could prove valuable. Pilots and innovation waivers may provide the legal structures to experiment with school-based compensation models. And while this idea could pose significant administrative challenges, it is worth a conversation. More control over teacher pay at the school level could help ensure that schools have the tools and resources they need to most effectively serve their students.
Moving forward with negotiations presents an excellent opportunity for Denver to lead the way in creating an effective and competitive compensation system that rewards teachers for driving student achievement and also keeps teachers in the classroom. Renegotiation also offers DPS and DCTA the chance to evaluate how to allocate funds more strategically so that they have the highest possible leverage on student achievement, and long-term district goals. The teacher pay model presented in this paper presents a possible starting point for the conversation. As the district and union discuss a path forward, the following themes should remain salient:

» Teachers and administrators must understand compensation system and incentives. Teacher are concerned that ProComp repackages their salaries and asks them to work more for the same pay. At the same time many teachers do not understand why they did or didn’t receive bonuses. These are significant problems. An incentive pay system only functions effectively if people working in the system have a clear understanding of what they need to do to earn bonuses.

» Think of compensation building blocks. A traditional salary schedule is relatively easy to understand because the building blocks of compensation are simple: years in the classroom (steps) and education level (lanes). Just because ProComp is innovative does not mean it should be difficult to understand. What are the building blocks of a new teacher pay system? Are they accessible to all teachers?

» Allocate funds more strategically to have the most leverage on student achievement, and long-term district goals.

» And how can both base-pay increases, and one-time incentives be clearly communicated to prospective and current teachers?

» Better define the theory of change. Is ProComp intended to attract teachers to Denver, retain the teachers we already have, or some combination of both? How does the district believe compensation can/should impact student achievement? Clarifying the intentions and goals behind ProComp will allow the district to better monitor the system’s effectiveness and change course if the intended outcomes are not being achieved.

» Understand impact of other systems. Teacher leadership initiatives and teacher evaluation systems, among other district systems, have an impact on ProComp. The district, DCTA, and individual teachers should have a strong understanding of the ways that teacher compensation is tied to their leadership development and their evaluations. Clarifying and streamlining these relationships will create the conditions for better monitoring of the impacts of ProComp.

» Align ProComp with DPS 2020. DPS’ strategic plan, DPS 2020, presents lofty goals related to quality schools, student achievement, and closing the opportunity gap. Aligning teacher compensation systems with the goals presented in the strategic plan would help DPS invest teachers in the strategic plan and ProComp, both of which are not as well understood or supported as they could be.

CONCLUSION
Make attracting teachers to hard to serve schools a central goal. Equity should be an underpinning of Denver’s teacher compensation system. Attracting effective teachers to schools with the highest need could go a long way toward closing the opportunity and achievement gaps that currently exist in Denver.

Ensure Denver’s teacher compensation is nationally competitive. Denver is a great city that attracts people from all over the state and country, which drives up the cost of living. In order to ensure that teachers want to live and work in Denver, teacher compensation must be nationally competitive.

When Denver voters approved the ProComp property tax increase a decade ago, Denver moved to the forefront nationally on teacher compensation. But ProComp was too complex to achieve the vision the district and the union set out for it. Progress has been far too slow on the district’s efforts to attract and retain a high quality workforce. Having more effective and engaged teachers is key if DPS is to accelerate achievement and reach the goals it has outlined for itself.

It is high time for the district to invest in those who are in front of students every day by partnering with teachers to develop a strategy to recruit, retain, and support strong educators.
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APPENDIX A: PROCOMP BALLOT LANGUAGE

Shall Denver Public Schools (School District No. 1) taxes be increased $25 million per year, adjusted for inflation, solely and exclusively to fund the professional compensation system for teachers (ProComp), which tax increase shall terminate if ProComp terminates, including compensation to teachers for:

- **Teaching in hard-to-staff schools**
- **Teaching in hard-to-fill positions such as math, science and special education**
- **Increasing teaching knowledge and teaching skills by successfully completing ProComp approved advanced degrees, professional teaching standards licenses and additional training to improve classroom skills**
- **Positive professional evaluations,**
- **Achieving distinguished school status**

By an additional property tax levy that results in the dollar amount of revenues set forth above in the current budget year and the same dollar amount, adjusted annually in each budget year thereafter for inflation as measured by the Denver-Boulder-Greeley consumer price index, which revenues shall be used solely and exclusively for, and none of which will be spent for any purpose other than, funding ProComp?